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DO WE APPLY WHAT WE KM ABM COMEHENSION

The question "Do we apply what we know about comprehension" asks

two things: wWhat do we know?" and wWhat do we apply?" Both queetions

are difficult to answer objectively, and the first is particuImrly so

because, while theories abound, the state of our knowledge is in fact

very incomplete. For this reason it seems to me that the question shoull

be altered to read west do we think to be true about the process of

comprehensial in reading?" and wWhat effects, if any, have these thoughts

had upon classroom practice?" In this form it is perhaps possible to

approach an answer that may qualify as fair and neutral.

In what follows I will attempt to contrast the behaviorist and the

cognitive view of learning and language and to identify same methodologies

that appear to have derived from these sameWhat opposing positions.

Conclusions about the topic question will be based upon this analysis.

Stimulus -Itspzonse.e Versus Cpsition

S-R Theory- Watsonian behaviorism - has became as American as apple

pie and Whistler's Mbther. Despite our mild eMbarrassment about its

Russian origins, we have taken it to our hearts, and operationism now so

dominates the theoryand practice of teaching that educators, like

preoperational children, often cannot see themselves for it.

That this shoed be the state of affairs is a little ironic, for

American educators have regularly rejected the behaviorist model as
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inadequate for their complex learning goals and have imepesed instead the

more mentalistic theories of cognition. It is not, however, just a case

of saying one thing and behaving another. Rather, it would seem, that

the less comprehensive but more explicit behaviorist model has been more

productive. It lends itself more easily to the construction of teaching

materials that can be mass produced. It appears more concrete. Psychologi-

cally there is a sense of reality and comfort in the sequence, stimulation .

response - reward. On the other hand, no matter how appealing it may, be

to our sense of self-complexity, there is much vagueness and uncertainty

in the cognitive game of staging a setting in which insight may occur.

Truth, however, does not lie wholly in either position, nor is one

may more "scientific" than the other although such an image is sometimes

claimed for the behaviorist. Each position has its assets, its liabilities,

and its more appropriate areas of application. DeCeccols (1967) exnellent

book of readings gives a picture of both the divergence and the convergence

of the two positions as they relate to language and thought. In one

section he includes Skinner's analysis of verbal behavior in which the

noted behaviorist makes this bold assertion:

"The basic. processes and relations which give verbal

behavior it's special characteristics are now fairly

well understood. Recent work has shown that the methods

(i.e operant conditioning with laboratoryanimals)

can be extended to human behavior without serious modification."

tykee. 040
Nest one reads a review of Skinner's text by Ohomaky. "In the

present state of our knoWledge we must attribute an overwhelming

influence on actual behavior to ill defined factors of attention, set,

volition, and caprice." He challenges the consistency of Skinner's use

of the terms stimulus and response and asserts that a psychologist following
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this model must either declare and accept a large area of "unknown" or

restrict his investigations to that segment of behavior which is lawful

and not capricious.

(ceece0if67)
In the same context4the psycholinquist Miller concluded:

"If the hypothetical constructs that are needed seam too
complex and arbitrary, too improbable awl mentalistic, then

you had better forego the study of language, for language is
just that complex arbitrary improbable and mentalistic and
no amount of wishful theorizing will make it anything else."

Thus men of substantial talent and experience differ.

Between these poles thereis, of course, genuine accomodation. The

so-callel neobehaviorists have modified the S-R model in various ways to

account more precisely ard not capriciously for the complexity of language

function. (Osgoodls mediated response, Gagne's hierarchies, Berlynels

chains are examples). Nonetheless, at a simple and practical level one

is forced, I think, to recognize that a basic difference in emphasis between

the two positions does exist and that this difference does influence

curriculum.

However, eloquently the chain of responses maybe elaborated, at a

critical point one senses the saliva and the bell. 0 is stimulated and

proluces a response which is rewarded, and further reinforcements are then

schedule' over time by. E. As these events are complexly elaborated this

S-R model takes on the global quality of the cognitive field. But a

difference lies in this--the cognitive position focuses not upon the

Stimulus and the Response but upon the action of the individual upon a

relatively- unconstrained environment.

S.4R Theory and RadingAaterials

An examination of typical reading instructional material shows from

which psychological position they are derived. The most obvious representative
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of behaviorism is the so-ealled "programmed reading" approach which is a

direct application of Skinner's principles. In these materials an attempt

is made to identify each behavioral outcome necessary to the attainment of

a certain performance and to arrange these intervening behavior outcomes in

their proper sequence from non-performance to performance of the educational

objective. The learner then moves along this chain successively producing

and reinforcing the responses that will 3UM to the desired skill. The success

of such a progrmm depends, importantly, upon the precision with which the

writer has analyzel the elucational objective and herein lies a limitation

of and practical difficulty in the approach. Also, the requirement that out-

comes be concrete specifiable behaviors, a goal of doubtful attainment

(Deno and Jenkins 1968) makes this approach more applicable to some tasks

than to others. It is easier to program arithmetic, for example, than reading,

and easier to program word-recognition skills than comprehension skills. The

typical programmed reader today follows a somewhat more detailed, though

certainly standardosequencing of word-recognition skills. When, on the

other hand, its goal is the more cognitive skill of comprehension, it appears

to differ not at all from the study or skill tests of the common basal reader.

It would appear, then, that the unique feature of the "programmed

reeler" is its self-servicing format. Otherwise it is like the standard

basal program which itself is clearly built upon the S-R model. In both,

for example, phonic skills are sequenced and practiced on a plannel schedule.

In both new vocabulary is introduced on a word-by-word basis and in the

basal reader these words are reintroduced according to a strict reinforcement

plan. Indeed this vocabulary control is adhered to so strictly that the

structure of the language itself is violated (Lafevre 1964). Clearly this

circumstance, true of nearly every basal reader program, is as contrived as
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any Skinner box and the psychological theory and purpose in each case is the

same.

Thjning

When one considers the mannerin vilich comprehension is taught in the

typical basal reader program, the particular emphasis or focus of the

behaviorist becomes even more apparent. The silent reading of a passage

involves, in Thorndikels (1917) terms, all the attributes generally-attributed

to thinking. To deal with this, one may take the cognitive position,

analyze the parte and sequences of.the process and develop specific training

for each. The behaviorist however, avoids this step. Instead he leaves

change of a cogntive nature to inference based upon observable behavior. In

terms of reading comprehension this moans that the behaviorist will avoid

a direct analysis of the reading-thinking process, but seek to influence

this process by-reinforcement of its consequencesi.e. the answers to ques-

tions about a passage. It should be noted that the availability of this

kind of behaviorist response--(an answer to questions) is no guarantee that

it is an entirely valid or complete consequence of comprehension. The

cognitivist would argue that it is not. Nonetheless the typical basal reader

program is consistent with the S-R psychological position in that comprehension

training consists largely of teacher formulated questions posed, sometimes

before, occasionally dUring, but usually after a dlaent reading assignment.

The evaluation or testing of reading comprehension achievement typically

follows a similar question,answering formula. Research in this area has

succeeded over the years in differentiating between two factors - factual

recall and something more than that callel inference (Lennon 1962). Thus

it is possible to give differential training in these two modes. In actual



practical questions uf various types are usually included and Davis (1968)

has recently reported that if separate passages are used, a number of these

question categories may be discriminated factorially.

It is possible, of course, to study reading comprehension in various

other ways. One example is the currently popular close test, or the close

test augmented by retrospective interviews as described by Jenkinson (l958).

Another very interesting example, employed by Johnson (1966), is the use of

overlapping free associates of relevant concepts. Nonetheless, the straight

question-and-answer, teach by test, or reinforcement model is both the

criterion and the strategy for teaching reading comprehension in the typical

basal reader program. When it is held.in mind that these readers are used

in 90 per cent of our schools (Austin), it may be said that this is the

strategy being used to instruct most of today's school children in this

country.

Cogpitlyekpl...i.cationsfsa trctp

The implications of the cognitive position contrasts with those of the

S-R model in three principal ways. First, the emphasis shifts from the

teacher to the pupil as the responsible figure in the learning task. It is

not what teacher does to the pupil but what the pupil does to the material

that is significant. Second, since it isem pupil's act that initiates

learning, it is he who selects from the field what is to be acted upon.

This circumstance requires that the field be presented intact, not preselected

or fragmented by the teacher. Third, a cognitive approach leads to and indeed

implies that a detailed analysis of the thinking skills has been made. In

the learning to read process it is not mastery of content but the act of

selection and the exercise of these cognitive skills that is significant.



Piaget c^nceptualizes the cognitive domane with a biological metaphor

of equalibration, assimilation and accamodation. One premise is that a

healthy organism is self-directed and acts upon its environment much as a

healthy boy will seek food of a balanced nutritional value. A second

premise is that the organism acts upon that aspect of the total environment

which is assimilable. A third premise is that through the process of accamo-

dation the organism changes his capacity for assimilation by reorganizing

and codbining overtly or cavertlyvarious schema which themselves in primitive

form were simple reflexive behaviors. (Flaven 1963)

It follows from Piaget's model that the learner will came to know things

in a sequence or order which is inviolable. Nor will anyamount of imposed

drill of the S-R type alter this circumstance. He may not accamodate to

that which is not assimilable. That this is a correct accounting has been

repeatedly-demonstrated, first by Piaget in his own free.Wheeling clinical

method and more recently with due experimental rigor by Iaurendeau and

Pinnard (1962), and Almy (1966)and others.

291240NUNAJIME411444LFARAME

One aspect of these developmental findings has particular relevance for

the topic reading comprehension. When the dhild is at a certain stage, termed

"preoperational" by Piaget, there are specific cognitive functions that he

cannot perform. Among these is the operation of reversability which makes

possible an intellectual transposition such that one can see himself as

others see him, take the place of the other, emphathize and so on. It is

this condition that Piaget labels as "egocentricism" - being locked in the

self unable to move backward and forward on a self-other continuum.

In terms of reading comprehension, one may see that it is precisely

this operation which is necessary in order to appl7 meaning to printed



language. Only by taking the place of the other is one able to anticipate

coming events and so create the dynamic of context which facilitates the

recognition of words, makes possible the selection of meaning and gives

purpose, focus and efficiency to the total act. Thus it mould appear that

comprOhension not word recognition is the prerequisite for beginning reading,

and one should not expect children to begin to read, in any meaningful sense

of that word, until this necessary cognitive function had developed. Piagetts

work, as well as others, shows that this change occurs generally between the

ages of five and seven. That this is the time children have been learning to

read for centuries is probably, not an accident. Moreover, Piagetts grand

disregard 4Ior the exact time of the change and his emphasis upon the inviol-

ability of the sequence and the need for vigorous activity mithin each

sequence pronounces clearly his belief in the folly of all attempts to beat-

the-game through education.

By some, beginning reading instruction is viewed as a period for

decoding and the acquisition of a sight vocabulary and the instructional model

employed for this is usually behavioristic. The Piaget model suggests that

beginning to read is an integral part of an overall language development.

In this circumstance it follows that a self-directed learner requires a

setting in which language both oral and printed are natural and purposeful

communication rather than isolated sub-standard language segments to be

acquired on a conditioning basis.

The cognitive model, in short, suggests that the learning to read process

should, insofar as possible, resedble the circumstances in whth oral language

itself was acquired. Vbile it is held by same (Lenneberg 1967, for example)

that the advent of oral language is at least in part innate, two aspects of

this process are notably in keeping with the cognitive model. In learning to
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speak the child is exposed not to one word at a time selected by a teacher

but rather to the total language system from which bg selects those parts

which have usefulness for his own personal and social communication needs.

One sees here a basic rationale for a methodology which begins with

experience, develops oral language that is sufficiently fluent to communicate

purposefully and to anticipate outcomes, and then exposes the beginning

reader to the printed form of his own language complete in its natural form.

The learner acquires a sight vocabulary from this medium on a functional

self-selection basis. Controlled vocabularies are avoided and words are

learned only in the course of a purposeful and self-directed quest for

comprehension. Thus a shift in psychological model yields a fairly dramatic

shift in method - one that is commonly termed today the language-Rmperience

Approach, While I do not know of arty survey that gives up-to-date figures,

it would be my guess that less than one per cent of today's school children

are so Instructed Auring primary grades.

Coanition W.thtjlegsl

The cognitive position also makes possible an analysis of reading compre-

hension beyond its beginning stages. When considered in a communication

framework, the reading process may be described as an interaction of certain

divergent and converge* comitive skills (Guilford 1959). Both before and

during the reading of a passage, the skillful reader engages in both causal

and imaginative thinking, by means of which outcomes in the raiding material

are anticipated and predicted. Such decision processes are considered

essential to comprehension and suggest an active participation of.the reader

with the material, in which hypotheses about outcomes are made. The decoding

process, itself, is directed toward a testing of these hypotheses, and compre-

hension is reached as the hypotheses are confirmed, disconfirmed or retained.
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This theoretical view has been extensively developed by Stauffer (1959)

and lends itself to a method of reading comprehension training that is quite

different from one derived from the SA model. In the Stauffer approach

questions over the content are used only as an occasional testing device not

as a conditioning mechanism. Instead the reader is led to declare, in A

group setting, the decisions he makes at various points just prior to and

during the reading of a selection.

The pupil is given practice in divergent thinking when he is asked to

project several possible story themes on the basis of minimal evidenceas

a title or a single picture. Both convergent and divergent skills are

studied when one group meMber Observes the evidence another used to antici-

pate a turn of plot and when he notes how this reader then rejects or

affirms old hypotheses and advances new ones. Judicious openmindedness is

practiced as the reader experiences the value of maintaining a reasonable

prediction until sufficient evidence is given (Henderson and Long 1968).

Convergent skills are exercised when he declares his thoughts atmut how a

story idil end or a prOblem is resolved and gives reasons for the decisions

he has made. In this way the covert thinking process is made explicit and

the adequacy and basis of each decision is weighed and modified toward

greater efficiency.

This cognitive-based strategy for comprehension training was developed

during the early fifties and included in a now language arts reading series

pUblished in the early sixties (Stauffer,et Al. 1962). Consistent with the

psychological modelthe program recommended that the grotesquely controlled

preprimers be abandoned and a language-experience approach used in their

stead. Basal readers were to be used no more then half the year and then

as a means for group comprehene.;:o training not for conditioned 'word



acquisition. The remainder of the time was to be devoted to guided self-

selection in trade books. Finally pupils were to be held responsible at

all times for the application of word-attack and concept development skills.

No vocabulary was pre-taught. A small nuMber of pupils are pursuing suoh

a reading program at this time. In addition, again according to the Harvard

Report, (Austin 1961) ane might predict that a small percentage of American

school children are following an individualized reading instruction wogram.

Before turning at last to the topic question, it is necessary to mention

the vigorous research activity by all groupsbehaviorist, neo-behaviorist

and cognitivist--that has addressed itself to critical thinking, problan

solving, discovery learning and the like during the past decade. Names like

Bruner, Gagne, Berlyne, Suchign, Klausneier, Covington came to nind at once.

Nbthing could be more certain than the determination of these psycho-

educational leaders to provide a means of instruction that is more mmaningfUl,

purposeful and self-sustaining. Progress has been and is being made in the

areas of science and math--gyet one looks in vain, I believe, for similar

changes of a substantial nature in the basal reader programs that are used

in li*American schools The Ohio study of Critical Thinking and Reading

br4(1967) is an examPle of the tentativeness with which we are moving. Here

a really fine study with very interesting work in the Critical Thinking

area advances us only to the conclusion that Critical-Thinking training

facilitates reading comprehension. It seems very clear to me that the

present state of research in the cognitive and reading-thinking processes

would wait far more substantial enterprises than we now support.
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What do we think me know about comprehension training and what is its

effect? It seems to me that me have firm evidence that a curriculum

derived from the SA nodel, one which reinforces the correct answer to

comprehension questions of different kinds, affects a certain kind of

reading behavior positively. In the course of such training pupils do

make gains in power of comprehension as measured by standardized tests

and they are scoring higher on this measure today than they were fifty

years ago. (Gates 1962)

Further, it is evident that this approach has lent itself to the mass

production of teaching materials --machit,:,a, kits, self-servicing devices of

all sorts, which themselves have met the demands of an educational system

faced with a population explosion and an egalitarian revolution.

What about the other things we think we know about comprehension-

those ideas based upon a cognitive model and developed through analysis

and equally intensive research? It mould appear that their effect on the

curriculum is comparative negligible. Furthermore, when fieId studies have

been conducted, the differences in achievement as measured by standardized

tests are not particularly impressive. In the Seaford study, about which

I have some close personal knowledge, pupils following what Stauffer now

labels a ComprOhousive Reading Program were superior to the basal reader

control group consistently for three successive years. The differences

mere significant statistically. Nonetheless one must still ask what the

human significance of this difference is. What does it mman when me say

that one group is .5 years ahead of another on the standardised test measure?

I am personally disinclined to believe very deeply in such a difference.



The difficulty, it seems to me, lies in the measures that we use.

Power of comprehension divorced from the concept of maturity in reading is

meaningless. One must ask what does a pupil choose to reaa? How well

integrated DRUB choice with his personal'1nterests, purposes and

responsibilities? How versatile is he in applying techniques that yeild

either breadth or depth of comprehension? What effect has his reading upon

his life?

It seems to me that we have now the scientific knowledge and the

pedagogical technique to strive toward these comprehensive reading

instructional goals. It is our responsibility-to be clear with our clients

and ourselves about what we are affording and what we choose to afford.
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